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Maybe, I went through Calcutta, instead of going through Chicago. This statement

does not say. There are an awfully lot of t-1ngs our disagreemenisamong true

Christians, our reading thirg s into the Scripture which are not there. Just as if

in that case where you would say he must have come through Chicago, when he

came here from California. That statement would not tell you what direction I

would be coming here. It would not tell you on what route I came. would

not tell whether I came by the northern route or by the nouthern route , through

the route or even round the world. It would not tell you
din in

whe1ther I came y train or by/plane or in an automobile or on horseback or I

swam around or not. It would not say . There may be some questions

that you might ask that the statement would not give you. It would be true

as far as that is but it uld not be complete. That is true of everything.
it is true of

As for the truth of that matter/every word A word is not a +_ . it -i-s-

A word is an area, and different words overlap. You say
the road

there were two disciples on t-he4rwe'2'to Emmaus . Most people, I think, says

that these were two men, but some people say that one was a man and the other

was a woman. But the text says it was "two disciples", and so we do not have

any 0' idea for sure whether they were two men or two women or one mand an d a

woman,, or two women. But we know one thing that there were/ two me- people.

We know that they were two people who had heard of Jesus. That is all we know.

The word concerning this area is incomplete, because every word only tells us

and there is a great deal more that we do not know.

So, I think that it is very important that we understand that when we say that the
f

Bible is inspired, we mean that it is,ree from error that we can trust its statement
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